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Heisenberg spin triangles inˆV6‰-type magnetic molecules: Experiment and theory
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We report the results of systematic experimental and theoretical studies of two closely related species of
magnetic molecules of the type$V6%, where each molecule includes a pair of triangles of exchange-coupled
vanadyl~VO21, spin s51/2! ions. The experimental studies include the temperature dependence of the low-
field susceptibility from room temperature down to 2 K, the dependence of the magnetization on magnetic field
up to 60 T for several low temperatures, the temperature dependence of the magnetic contribution to the
specific heat, and the1H and23Na nuclear magnetic resonance spin-lattice relaxation rates 1/T1 . This body of
experimental data is accurately reproduced for both compounds by a Heisenberg model for two identical
uncoupled triangles of spins; in each triangle, the spins interact via isotropic antiferromagnetic exchange,
where two of the three V-V interactions have exchange constants that are equal and an order of magnitude
larger than the third; the ground-state eigenfunction has total spin quantum numberS51/2 for magnetic fields
below a predicted critical fieldHc'74 T andS53/2 for fields aboveHc .

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.054407 PACS number~s!: 75.10.Jm, 75.50.Xx, 76.60.2k, 36.40.Cg
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I. INTRODUCTION

The subject of magnetic molecules has greatly advan
in recent years due to notable progress1–4 in synthesizing
bulk samples of identical molecular-size units each conta
ing a relatively small number of paramagnetic ions~‘‘spins’’ !
that mutually interact via Heisenberg exchange. In the g
majority of cases the intermolecular magnetic interactio
~typically dipole-dipole in origin! are negligible as compare
to the intramolecular exchange interactions. Measurem
of the magnetic properties therefore usually reflect those
common, individual molecular unit. At one extreme one h
the largest magnetic molecule synthesized to date, the g
Keplerate species$Mo72Fe30% with 30 interacting FeIII ions
~spins withs55/2! forming a highly symmetric array incor
porated in the diamagnetic framework of a synthetic h
molecule with diameter 2.5 nm.5 This number of interacting
high-spin ions is far larger than what might ever be de
with by a complete matrix-diagonalization procedure. It
therefore of great interest to also thoroughly investigate m
netic molecules at the other extreme: namely, where
number of interacting spins is so small that exact statist
mechanical calculations can be performed and the emer
results can be directly compared to the results of experim
This is the situation for both species of magnetic molecu6

studied in the present work, where we provide strong e
dence supporting the picture that each molecule can be
scribed in terms of two identical uncoupled triangular un
A triangular unit is formed by three exchange-coupled sp
~VO21 ions,7 s51/2!. These species thus provide realizab
examples of an idealized or ‘‘textbook’’ model system, whe
the energy eigenvalues and eigenvectors and all therm
0163-1829/2002/66~5!/054407~12!/$20.00 66 0544
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namic quantities can be calculated in closed form. This
usual opportunity for providing a comprehensive analyti
treatment of an interacting Heisenberg spin system has
tivated us to provide an equally comprehensive experime
study. The primary goals are, first, to establish the sali
magnetic properties of these interacting spin systems a
second, to develop a consistent theoretical description ba
on the Heisenberg model that is in very good agreement w
the variety of experiments we have performed.

We are concerned with two species of polyoxovanada
based magnetic molecules, labeled1 and 2, with the
chemical formulas (CN3H6)4Na2@H4V6

IVO8(PO4)4

$(OCH2)3CCH2OH%2] •14H2O ~1! and Na6@H4V6
IVO8

(PO4)4 $(OCH2)3CCH2OH%2] •18H2O ~2!. The structures of
these species are illustrated in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!. Single-
crystal x-ray analysis has established6 that in 1 the distances
between the three VIV ions are 3.218~V1-V2!, 3.222 ~V1-
V3!, and 3.364~V2-V3! Å. In 2 the corresponding distance
are 3.212, 3.253, and 3.322 Å. This initially led us to anti
pate that two, nearly equal exchange constants would be
essary and sufficient for defining the Heisenberg mo
Hamiltonian for each interacting three-spin triangle. Ho
ever, although the V̄ V distances are nearly equal, o
greater importance is the fact that only two of the three pa
of ions are linked by strong8 O-P-O exchange pathways@see
Fig. 1~b! and the Appendix#. Hence it is not unreasonabl
that the exchange constants may differ greatly. In the follo
ing we denote the two exchange constants byJa , for the two
nearly equal bonds, andJc , for the remaining bond.

The layout of this article is as follows: In Sec. II w
derive the thermodynamic properties~magnetic equation of
state and specific heat! of a Heisenberg spin triangle an
©2002 The American Physical Society07-1
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FIG. 1. ~a! Ball-and-stick representation o
the $V6% cluster anion with numbering of the VIV

centers~V: large black spheres; P: white sphere
C: white cross-hatched spheres; O: small gr
spheres; H positions not shown!. The V-O-P-O-V
superexchange pathways linking the pairs of io
1,2 and 1,3 are emphasized as dark gray bon
The absence of such a pathway for the pair 2,3
the primary factor responsible for the great di
parity in the numerical values of the exchang
energies J125J13[Ja ~solid line!, J23[Jc

~dashed line!. ~b! Representation of the closes
contacts ~Nā O52.3– 2.6 Å, thick dashed
lines! between sodium cations and oxygen ce
ters belonging to the$V6% anion in the crystal
lattices of1 ~left! and 2 ~right!. Sodium cations
are shown as large gray outlined spheres;
oxygen positions closest to the Na1 positions are
also shown enlarged and outlined.
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compare with our experimental data for the two species
$V6%-type magnetic molecules. In particular, we derive t
energy levels of the Heisenberg model for three spins
51/2 with distinct exchange constants in Sec. II A and
expression for the partition function in Sec. II C. As e
plained in Sec. II B, it turns out that three distinct exchan
constants, one for each pair of spins, are superfluous.
can only determine two of the exchange constants by t
modynamic measurements, because of a special proper
the general Heisenberg system of three interactings51/2
spins, referred to as isospectrality.9 We also provide an ex
pression@see Eq.~4! below# for the thermal equilibrium
magnetic momentM (T,H) of this system and outline its
major properties. In Sec. II C 1 we give our experimen
results for the temperature dependence of the low-field m
netic susceptibility from room temperature down to 2 K f
both compounds. Comparing these data with the theore
susceptibility, we establish the values of the exchange c
stantsJa and Jc for each compound. In Sec. II C 2 we als
give our experimental results for the field dependence
M (T,H) up to 60 T for several temperatures below 20 K.
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Sec. II C3 we give the temperature dependence of the
cific heat differenceC(T,H)2C(T,0) for T,12 K and H
59 T. In Sec. III A we present our results for the tempe
ture and field dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation
1/T1 as obtained by both1H and23Na nuclear magnetic reso
nance~NMR! methods. In Sec. III B we compare with theo
retical results using the standard Moriya formula10 for 1/T1 .
That formula relates the spin-lattice relaxation rate to
thermal equilibrium time correlation functions of th
exchange-coupled paramagnetic ions, quantities which
have calculated for the Heisenberg triangle. Comparison
tween theory and experiment can thus provide11 an effective
technique for determining the low-frequency characteris
of the dynamics of the paramagnetic ions in magnetic m
ecules.

All of these diverse experimental data, given in Secs
and III, are in good agreement with our theoretical pred
tions based on the Heisenberg model using the values o
two exchange constants as inferred from the measured
perature dependence of the low-field susceptibility. A su
mary and discussion is presented in Sec. IV. Finally, in
7-2
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HEISENBERG SPIN TRIANGLES IN$V6%-TYPE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 054407 ~2002!
Appendix we summarize the most important aspects of
chemical structure of the two compounds studied here.

II. MAGNETIZATION AND SPECIFIC HEAT

A. Theoretical model

The model we adopt for describing the magnetic m
ecules1 and2 is that of two identical, but magnetically in
dependent triangular arrays of three spinss51/2. The three
spins are chosen to interact with one another via isotro
exchange as well as with a uniform static external magn
field H according to the Hamiltonian

H5Ja~S1•S21S1•S3!1JcS2•S31mH~S1z1S2z1S3z!.
~1!

The exchange constantsJa andJc are positive energies cor
responding to antiferromagnetic coupling,m5gmB , g is the
spectroscopic splitting factor,mB denotes the Bohr magne
ton, the direction of the external magnetic field defines thz
direction, and the spin operators are given in units of\. The
numerical values of the three parametersJa , Jc , andg are
determined in Sec. II C 1 by comparing the predictions ba
on Eq.~1! with our experimental data for the magnetic su
ceptibility. As discussed in the Appendix the chemical stru
ture of1 and2 is such that the exchange interaction betwe
spins 1 and 2 should very nearly equal that between spi
and 3, which in turn are distinct from the exchange inter
tion between spins 2 and 3. We shall refer to Eq.~1! as the
Hamiltonian for an ‘‘isosceles Heisenberg triangle’’ of sp
1/2.

The eigenvalues ofH given in Eq.~1! can easily be de-
rived by simple algebraic methods. Introducing the total s
operator S5S11S21S3 , the pair spin operatorS235S2
1S3 , as well as the constantsJ5(2Ja1Jc)/3 and D5Ja
2Jc , one can rewriteH as

H5S 2
9

8
J1

3

8
D D1

1

2 S J1
D

3 DS22
1

2
DS23

2 1mHSz .

~2!

Now S2, Sz , S23
2 , and H mutually commute, and thus th

eigenvectors ofH, denoted byuS,MS ,S23&, are simultaneous
eigenvectors of the first three operators. The explicit forms
the energy eigenvectors in terms of the spin-up and s
down states of the individual spin operators are giv
elsewhere.12 In the field-free case there are three distinct e
ergy levels. The ground state and first excited levels are e
doubly degenerate (S51/2), and they are separated by
energy gap which equalsuDu. BesidesS51/2, the ground-
state level is also characterized by the quantum numberS23
51(0) if D.(,)0, respectively. The second excited level
fourfold degenerate (S53/2), and its energy is (3J
1uDu)/2, as measured from the ground-state level. A sc
matic diagram of the energy levels including the effects
the magnetic field is given in Fig. 2. For the special caseD
5Ja2Jc50 ~equilateral case! the ground-state eigenvecto
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for H50 is fourfold degenerate, whereas these four lev
are split into two doubly degenerate levels forHÞ0.

B. Isospectrality

In our choice of the model Hamiltonian of Eq.~1! we
have explicitly assumed that spin 1 interacts with spins 2
3 with the same exchange energyJa . This assumption is
justified for 1 by the fact that, first, the distances betwe
spins 1, 2 and between spins 1, 3 are virtually identical~3.22
Å! and, second, by the existence of identical exchange p
ways @see Fig. 1~b!#. However, for2 the corresponding dis
tances are 3.21 and 3.25 Å. Especially for the latter co
pound it is of interest to consider the possibility of thr
distinct exchange energiesJ12 between spins 1 and 2,J23
between spins 2 and 3, and finallyJ31 between spins 3 and 1
It turns out, however, that, first,13 the resulting Hamiltonian
in zero field has only three distinct energy eigenvalues a
second,9,12 there is a continuous family of choices ofJ12,
J23, andJ31 that shares the very same three energies. Th
so-called, isospectral systems can be characterized geom
cally in terms of a circle in the Cartesian space defined
three orthogonal axes, one for each of the variablesJ12, J23,
and J31. Specifically, the continuous set of points on t
circle of radiusA2/3D, whose center has coordinatesJ12
5J235J315J and whose normal is parallel to the unit vect
(1/))( ı̂1 ̂1 k̂) define an isospectral family with the com
mon three energies2(3/4)J6uDu/2 and (3/4)J. The practi-
cal relevance of isospectrality is that, even if there are th
different exchange constants in2, measurements of thermo
dynamic quantities, such asM (T,H) or the magnetic specific
heat, which are fixed by the values of the energy levels of
Heisenberg triangle, can only provide two parametersJ and
D. Equivalently, we can model this system using only tw
exchange constants, with the choicesJ125J315Ja[J
1(D/3) andJ235Jc[J2(2D/3).

Apart from the Heisenberg model of three spins 1/2, th
are several other isospectral Heisenberg model systems
have been identified,9 but overall the total number of suc

FIG. 2. Energy levels vs magnetic fieldH for the Heisenberg
Hamiltonian of Eq.~1! for the choices ofJ, D, andg adopted in Sec.
II C 1. Note that forH,Hc[(3J1uDu)/(2m)'74 T the total spin
quantum number of the ground state level isS51/2, whereas for
H.Hc it is given byS53/2.
7-3
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exceptional systems is very small. Isospectral systems a
interest since they contradict the usual expectation that c
parison between measured data and the corresponding
diction of the theory—say, for the temperature-depend
magnetic susceptibility—will yield unique exchange en
gies.

C. Thermodynamic properties

Using the above energies, it is a straightforward exerc
to derive the form of the partition function of a sing
Heisenberg isosceles triangle,
th
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Z54 coshS mH

2kBTD Fe23J/4kBT coshS mH

kBTD
1e3J/4kBT coshS D

2kBTD G . ~3!

Note that the partition function is left invariant when the si
of D is reversed. Hence a thermodynamic measurement
only yield values ofJ and uDu. From the partition function
one easily derives the paramagnetic contribution to the m
netic moment. With this model we arrive at the followin
formula for the temperature- and field-dependent molar m
netization of1 and2:
M ~T,H !5x0H1NAmF tanhS mH

2kBTD1

2 sinhS mH

kBTD
coshS mH

kBTD1expS 3J

2kBTD coshS D

2kBTD G , ~4!
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where x0 is the molar diamagnetic susceptibility,NA is
Avogadro’s number, andkB is Boltzmann’s constant. The
contribution of a single Heisenberg isosceles triangle to
specific heat follows from Eq.~3! using the standard
statistical-mechanical formula

C5kBT]2~T ln Z!/]T2. ~5!

1. Low-field susceptibility

The physical content of Eq.~4! is easily established. Sup
pose first thatH is held fixed and thatkBT!uDu/2 as well as
mH!(3J1uDu)/2. In this temperature regime the seco
term within the square brackets of Eq.~4! can be ignored and
we have

M ~T,H5const!'x0H1NAm tanhS mH

2kBTD . ~6!

That is, in this temperature regime the paramagnetic beh
ior of a mole of the compound can be pictured as that of
array of 2NA noninteracting triangles, each to be pictured
a single spin-1/2 particle with magnetic momentgmB/2. As
the temperature is raised and the more restrictive condit
mH!kBT!(3J1uDu)/2 apply, we may further approximat
Eq. ~6! to obtain

Tx'Tx01NA~gmB!2/~2kB!, ~7!

wherex5M /H. For these low temperatures the diamagne
term Tx0 in Eq. ~7! can safely be ignored and we arrive
the prediction thatTx will saturate as the temperature
raised, while satisfying the above inequality, and a meas
ment of that saturated value can be used to fix the nume
value ofg. In fact, this is the procedure used below. For s
higher temperatures the second term of Eq.~4! begins to
e

v-
n
s

ns

c

e-
al
l

contribute significantly;Tx increases, and ultimately, whe
kBT@3J/2,uDu/2, it saturates to

Tx'Tx013NA~gmB!2/~2kB!. ~8!

The factor of 3 in Eq.~8! reflects the fact that in this high
temperature regime the exchange interaction between
spin is ignorable; i.e., each triangle may be pictured as th
independent spins 1/2 and the limiting, Curie law behavio
achieved. As seen in the following, this feature, of a factor
3 ratio for these two saturation values of Eqs.~7! and~8!, is
fulfilled for our experimental data forTx.

Measurements of magnetization versus temperature w
performed at 0.5 T using Quantum Design MPMS superc
ducting quantum interference device~SQUID! magnetome-
ters. Shown in Fig. 3 are our experimental data for the qu
tity Tx for 1 for temperatures between 1.9 and 290 K. In t
inset, error bars at the level of 0.5% have been attac
representing measurement and mass determination unce
ties. Note that the data do in fact saturate in the range 5
K, as anticipated above. Using the measured saturated v
of Tx ~0.71 emu K/mol! along with Eq.~7!, one finds that
g51.95. The onset of saturation is also visible forT
.150 K as anticipated above withTx approaching the the
oretical prediction of 2.1 emu K/mol—i.e., a factor of
larger than the saturated value in the low-temperature ra
We have applied a least-squares fitting routine to our d
using the general formula of Eq.~4!, and we find thatJ
545.360.2 K, D557.761.4 K, and the diamagnetic contr
bution equalsx0522.131024 emu/mol. Note the excellen
agreement for allT that results in Fig. 3 upon adopting thes
choices of parameters. The corresponding exchange ene
are thus given byJa564.660.5 K andJc56.961 K. For 2
we find thatg51.954 and the results of least-squares fitti
are J544.560.3 K, D558.061.6 K, and x0522.2
31024 emu/mol. Here the exchange energies are given
7-4
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HEISENBERG SPIN TRIANGLES IN$V6%-TYPE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 054407 ~2002!
Ja563.860.6 K andJc55.961.1 K. The same high-quality
fit has been achieved, but we have not displayed the co
sponding figure as it looks nearly identical to Fig. 3.

Now that the exchange energies have been determi
the spacings of the three field-free magnetic energy levels
known and we have well-defined theoretical predictio
which we compare to the results of the experimental pro
that are discussed in the remainder of this paper.

2. M versus H

Returning to the general expression, Eq.~4!, we suppose
now thatT is maintained constant and we study the Zeem
splitting of energy levels asH is increased. It is convenient t
define a critical magnetic field

HC[~3J1uDu!/~2m!, ~9!

corresponding to the intersection of the two lowest ene
levels~see Fig. 2!. In particular, forH,Hc the ground-state
energy level has quantum numbersS51/2, MS521/2,
whereas forH.Hc the quantum numbers areS53/2, MS
523/2. It follows that, in the low-temperature limit, th
paramagnetic contribution toM (0,H) saturates to the value
NAm for H,Hc and to 3NAm for H.Hc . As the tempera-
ture is gradually raised from 0 K, the major features of t
M-H curves are that the pronounced plateaus~valuesNAm
and 3NAm! begin to wash out, yet at sufficiently low tem
peratures, to an excellent approximation the curves inter
at bothHc/2 andHc , with valuesNAm and 2NAm, respec-
tively, as seen in Fig. 4. It can be shown14 that the common
intersection at low temperatures forHc/2 is associated with
the intersection of the excitedS51/2, MS51/2 andS53/2,
MS523/2 energy levels~see Fig. 2!. The common intersec
tions of the M-H curves atHc/2 and Hc gradually break

FIG. 3. Tx vs T for compound1 for an external fieldH
50.5 T. The error bars on the experimental data shown in the i
are drawn for an estimated level of 0.5%. The solid curve is
theoretical result based on the Heisenberg Hamiltonian of Eq.~1!
for the choices ofJ, D, andg made in Sec. II C 1.
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down as the temperature is raised. Using Eq.~9!, we note
that the critical field is given byHc573.960.7 for 1 and
73.060.9 for 2.

In the following we provide our experimental results f
M versusH for several low temperatures as obtained, fir
using a static field extending to 18 T and, second, usin
pulsed field extending to 60 T. Both sets of measureme
were obtained using facilities at the National High Magne
Field Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM. These results are co
pared with the theoretical formulas derived for the Heise
berg triangles using the values ofJa , Jc , andg found in Sec.
II C 1.

In Fig. 5 we display our experimental results forM as
obtained for1 using static fields forT52.0, 3.0, 4.0, and
10.0 K. The measurements were obtained with a vibrat
sample magnetometer~PAR model 4500! operating in the
longitudinal field of a 20 T superconducting magnet. T
sample was located in the He-gas stream of a variable t
perature insert. The temperature of the heat exchanger
stabilized with a temperature controller and we us
Cernox* thin film resistance temperature sensors. For t
range of temperatures and for fields extending up to 18 T,

et
e

FIG. 4. Magnetization vs magnetic fieldH for the Heisenberg
model of Eq.~1! and choices of parameters adopted in Sec. II C

FIG. 5. Comparison between experiment and theory~including
diamagnetic contribution! for the magnetizationM of compound1
for static magnetic fieldsH up to 18 T forT52,3,4,10 K. As dis-
cussed in the text, for the choices ofJ, D, andg made in Sec. II C 1,
the paramagnetic behavior in this regime of temperatures and fi
is accurately described in terms of noninteracting triangles e
pictured as a single spin-1/2 particle.
7-5
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simplified formula of Eq.~6! can be used for constructing th
corresponding theoretical curves. As remarked in Sec. II C
for this regime the paramagnetic behavior can be picture
that of an array of noninteracting triangles with each to
pictured as a single spin-1/2 particle. The theoretical cur
including the diamagnetic contribution are shown as the c
tinuous curves in Fig. 5. Theory and experiment are in v
good agreement.

High-field magnetization experiments were performed
a 60-T pulsed-field solenoid with a 20-ms nominal pu
length. The magnetization was measured using a com
sated set of pickup coils. Utilizing fast digitizers, the indu
tive method provides data fordM/dt anddH/dt, which are
subsequently integrated to give results forM versusH. After
background subtraction the measured data have been no
ized to our absolute low-field~SQUID! results for each
choice of temperature. Because of the absence of eddy
rents within the electrically insulating sample, the tempe
ture during the 20-ms field pulse stayed within 10% of t
controlled ambient temperature. Shown in Fig. 6 are the
sults of measurements at temperatures 5, 10, and 20 K.
bounding error curves shown in the main portion of Fig
represent conservative choices of statistical as well as
tematic errors based on the reproducibility of the experime
The corresponding theoretical results derived using the g
eral formula of Eq.~4! are shown as the solid, dashed, a
dotted curves. The experimental data are consistent with
theoretical prediction~Sec. II A! that for these temperature
the curves should intersect atHc/2'37 T, although in view
of the large spread in the experimental error bounding cur
we can only estimate that (Hc/2)expt540610 T. Clearly, it
would be desirable to reexamine this feature in future st

FIG. 6. Experimental determination of the magnetization
compound1 as a function of magnetic field, up to 60 T, as obtain
using a pulsed-field technique. Isothermal measurements were
formed at 5, 10, and 20 K. The inset shows a typical measurem
curve ~for 20 K! together with the estimated maximum systema
error boundary curves of the experiment. In the main figure
present only the error boundary curves~shown as shaded hatche
areas! as well as the theoretical~solid, dashed, and dotted! curves
for these temperatures.
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ies. In any event, the experiment does confirm the predic
of theory that for low fields theM-H curves are sequence
such that the higher curve is associated with the lower te
perature, while for large fields the reverse order applies
the range 50–60 T the rapid rise of the experimental d
might be suggestive of a somewhat lower value of the cr
cal field than the theoretical prediction. However, in view
the very large spread in the error bounding curves we do
cite this as a definitive result.

3. Specific heat

The contribution of the interacting spin system to the s
cific heat is another thermodynamic quantity of interest. T
quantity is easily calculated using Eqs.~3! and ~5!, and the
results forH50 are shown in the inset of Fig. 7 using th
values ofJ andD derived for1. The overall behavior is very
similar to that of a standard Schottky peak associated wi
two-level magnetic system. However, the spin triangle h
three energy levels and this gives rise to some modificatio
Note the broad maximum with a peak value of about
J/~mol K! at 28.5 K and a very slow decrease to zero, wh
is proportional to 1/T2 at high temperatures. Direct observ
tion of the spin contribution to the specific heat is rath
difficult since, as discussed below, the background lat
contribution grows very rapidly with increasing temperatu
and virtually masks the spin contribution.

We have measured the specific heat of1 over the tempera-
ture range from 2 to 50 K for bothH50 and 9 T using the
heat capacity option of a Quantum Design PPMS instrum
The results forH50 are shown in Fig. 7. The measure
specific heat at the peak temperature, 28.5 K, of the s
contribution is approximately 200 J/~mol K!, and rising very
rapidly as a result of the background lattice contribution
was therefore not possible to identify the superimposed p
magnetic contribution. Also the unavailability of a nonma
netic analog precluded any attempt to extract the param
netic contribution by a subtraction procedure, for examp
subtracting the zero-field results of the magnetic and n
magnetic analogs. While the temperature dependence o
measured specific heat could not be accurately reprodu
using the Debye theory, we estimate that the Debye temp
ture is 190620 K.

f

er-
nt

e

FIG. 7. Experimental molar specific heat vs temperature forH
50. In the inset we give the theoretical paramagnetic contribut
7-6
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HEISENBERG SPIN TRIANGLES IN$V6%-TYPE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 054407 ~2002!
For the experimentally accessible regime of field valu
~up to 9 T! the values ofH are quite small compared to th
critical field Hc . One can therefore totally ignore the field
dependent term in the right most factor of the partition fun
tion of Eq.~3!. That is, the paramagnetic specific heatdiffer-
ence can be derived exclusively from the first factor
Eq. ~3! or, equivalently, from the expressionF
52kBT ln@cosh(mH/2kBT)# for the free energy of a spin
triangle treated as an independent spin-1/2 particle in an
ternal magnetic field. Note in particular that the values of
exchange parametersJ andD do not enter into this theoreti
cal expression. In this manner one arrives at the approxim
formula for the field-induced deviation in the molar speci
heat difference:

C~T,H !2C~T,0!52NAkBS mH

kBTD 2

sech2S mH

kBTD . ~10!

This theoretical result is shown as the solid curve in Fig.
The experimental specific heat differenceC(T,H)

2C(T,0), for H59 T, can be expected to given by th
simple theoretical formula of Eq.~10! if one makes the rea
sonable assumption that the lattice contribution to the m
sured specific heat is independent ofH. Indeed our data for
1, shown in Fig. 8, are in very good agreement with t
theoretical expression of Eq.~10!. This provides direct con-
firmation of the fact that in this field range the compou
behaves as a collection of independent spin triangles eac
be pictured as a spin-1/2 entity.

III. SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION RATES

A. Experimental background

The measurement of the nuclear spin-lattice relaxa
rate ~NSLR! 1/T1 using NMR techniques provides an effe
tive technique for determining the low-frequency charact
istics of the dynamics of the paramagnetic ions in magn
molecules. In essence, the results for 1/T1 are used to probe
the fluctuation spectrum of the paramagnetic mome
which are coupled via dipole-dipole interactions to hydrog
or other selective nuclei.

FIG. 8. Experimental~solid circles! and theoretical~solid curve!
results for the specific heat differenceC(T,H)2C(T,0) vsT for a
magnetic fieldH59 T.
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We have performed extensive measurements of 1/T1 both
for 1H and 23Na nuclei for polycrystalline samples of both1
and 2 in the temperature range 1.5–300 K. Of particu
interest are the results using23Na nuclei since their smal
number per magnetic molecule provides a more discrimin
ing reading of the dynamics of the V41 spins. For example
in the case of1 the measurement of 1/T1 provides the read-
ing by a single Na nucleus of the dynamics of its adjac
Heisenberg triangle of V spins. The proton NMR data co
stitute an average reading for a large number of1H nuclei
with inequivalent spatial locations.

Measurements were made using a phase-coherent
echo spectrometer. The NMR spectrum was determined f
the Fourier transform of the half-echo signal obtained
using the typical two-pulse Hahn echo. Thep/2 pulse lengths
were 2–4 and 3–5ms for 1H and23Na, respectively, depend
ing on the operating frequency of the spectrometer. In
cases the strength of the rf fieldH1 was sufficient to irradiate
the whole NMR line. The value of 1/T1 was obtained by
monitoring the recovery of the nuclear magnetization follo
ing a short sequence of saturating rf pulses. In the case o1H
NMR the recovery curve was nonexponential due to the
istence of sets of nonequivalent1H sites in the molecule,
each set associated with its own relaxation rate. We follow
the common practice15 of determining 1/T1 by measuring the
initial slope of the recovery curve since this quantity pr
vides a weighted average of the nonequivalent sites of
probe nuclei in the magnetic molecule.

In the case of23Na (I 53/2), only the central transition
was irradiated because of the presence of sizeable qua
pole effects. Thus 1/T1 was established by using a saturati
recovery pulse sequence and fitting the data to the reco
formula

12M ~ t !/M ~`!50.1 exp~2t/T1!10.9 exp~26t/T1!,
~11!

which is obtained from the solution of the master equat
for the case of a magnetic relaxation mechanism and se
tive irradiation of the central transition only.16

B. Experimental results

The temperature dependence of 1/T1 obtained by 1H
NSLR measurements is displayed in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b! for 1
and 2, respectively, for the fields 1.25 and 4.7 T. The fie
dependence of 1/T1 is shown in Figs. 10~a! and 10~b! for 1
and2, respectively, for temperatures 4.2, 24, and 294 K.
the case of1 this body of data is well represented by th
formula

T1
21~T,H !5S 0.251

1.92

H211DT1
21~T,1.25!, ~12!

with H in tesla. In particular, according to this formula
T1

21(T,4.7)5(1/3)T1
21(T,1.25), and as can be seen fro

Fig. 9~a!, this relation is rather well satisfied. The sol
7-7
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MARSHALL LUBAN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 054407 ~2002!
curves shown in Fig. 10~a! have been drawn using Eq.~12!,
and here too the fitting formula provides an accurate rep
sentation of the data.

For 2 the corresponding formula is

T1
21~T,H !5

2.56

H211
T1

21~T,1.25!. ~13!

In particular, for this compound we haveT1
21(T,4.7)

'(1/9)T1
21(T,1.25). Inspection of Fig. 9~b! shows that this

relation is consistent with our experimental data. In F
10~b! we have plotted the values ofT1(T,1.25)/T1(T,H)
versusH for the three temperatures 4.2, 24, and 294 K. A
cording to Eq.~13!, the data points should lie on the~solid!
curve 2.56/(H211). This is fulfilled except for the three
data points for the smallest measured values ofH at 24 K.

The formulas of Eqs.~12! and~13! imply the separability
of T1

21 into a product of two factors, one of which is tem
perature dependent and the other field dependent. The p
tical importance of this property lies in the fact that know
edge of the temperature dependence ofT1

21 for one value of
H provides the temperature dependence for any other v
of H. A plausible theoretical explanation for this separabil

FIG. 9. Proton spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 as a function of
temperature for 1.25 and 4.7 T for compounds1 ~a! and 2 ~b!.
Because of the factorized form of 1/T1 according to Eq.~12!, the
results in~a! for 1.25 T should be a factor of 3 larger than those
4.7 T irrespective of the temperature. In~b!, using Eq.~13!, the
corresponding factor should be 9. The spacings chosen for the
and left ordinate axes are consistent with these factors. The s
curves give the theoretical results obtained using Eqs.~17! and~18!.
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is given in the following subsection. We also give a sketch
our first-principles derivation of the temperature depende
of T1

21.
We note that the temperature dependence of the s

lattice relaxation rate is not adequately described by the c
mon phenomenological formula11 giving 1/T1 proportional to
Tx(T). The simplest way to confirm this statement is to no
that the property derived in Sec. II C1—namely, that there

ht
lid

FIG. 10. Proton spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 as a function of
magnetic field for 4.2, 24, and 294 K for compounds1 ~a! and2 ~b!.
The solid curves in~a! satisfy Eq.~12!, and those in~b! satisfy Eq.
~13!.

FIG. 11. 23Na spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 as a function of
temperature for 4.7 T for compound1. The solid curve satisfies Eq
~17!, while the dashed curve is proportional toTx(T). The results
for temperatures below 20 K are displayed in the inset.
7-8
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a 3:1 ratio between the saturation values associated with
two plateaus ofTx(T)—is not fulfilled by the spin-lattice
relaxation data.

In Figs. 11 and 12 we present our data for the tempera
dependence of 1/T1 obtained by23Na NSLR measurement
in 1 and2 in a field of 4.7 T. Qualitatively, the temperatur
dependence appears to be similar to that of the1H NSLR
measurements shown in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!; however, the
theoretical discussion in the following subsection will hig
light the differences.

C. Theoretical discussion

To explain our experimental results of the previous s
section we have calculated the two-spin time correlat
functions appropriate for the paramagnetic ions. Accord
to the standard formula of Moriya,10 which is based on a
first-principles perturbative treatment of the hyperfine int
actions between nuclear and paramagnetic spins, 1/T1 is
given by a linear combination of Fourier integrals,

C̃aa
jk ~vN ,T,H ![E

0

`

dtCaa
jk ~ t,T,H !cos~vNt !, ~14!

of the equilibrium time correlation functions

Caa
jk ~ t,T,H ![^dSj a~ t !dSka~0!& ~15!

for the a (5x,y,z) component of the spin operators asso
ated with the pair of spins j and k. Here ^¯&
5(1/Z)Tr(e2bH(¯)) denotes the canonical ensemble av
age based on the HamiltonianH of Eq. ~1! and the operator
dSia(t) is defined by dSia(t)[exp(iHt/\)Sia
3exp(2iHt/\)2^Sia&. The integral in Eq.~14! is evaluated
at the nuclear Larmor angular frequencyvN(MHz)
5267.5H, associated with the given measuring magne
field ~in tesla!. The coefficients of the linear combination o
integrals, Eq.~14!, providing 1/T1 are the ~temperature-
independent! components of the magnetic dipole interacti
tensor.10 Neglecting second-order effects ofH, we have

FIG. 12. 23Na spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 as a function of
temperature for 4.7 T for compound2. The solid curve satisfies Eq
~17!, while the dashed curve is proportional toTx(T). The results
for temperatures below 20 K are displayed in the inset.
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Cxx
jk ~ t,T,H !5Cyy

jk ~ t,T,H !'Czz
jk~ t,T,0!cos~vet ! ~16!

and Czz
jk(t,T,H)'Czz

jk(t,T,0). Here ve(GHz)5176H de-
notes the electron Larmor angular frequency.

The evaluation ofCzz
jk(t,T,H) within our model of the

isosceles Heisenberg triangle shows that this function c
sists of several terms whose time dependence is of the f
exp(6iVt), where V takes on four values,V50, and the
three angular frequenciesVex associated with transitions be
tween the twoS51/2 andS53/2 energy levels. The Fourie
integral C̃zz

jk(vN ,T,H) therefore reduces to a sum of term
which we write asf jk(T,V)d(vN2V), one for each of the
above choices ofV. Using Eq.~16!, it follows that the Fou-
rier integralsC̃xx

jk (vN ,T,H) and C̃yy
jk (vN ,T,H) are sums of

terms of the formf jk(T)d(vN2V6ve). However, given
that vN , ve!Vex, the only terms which might realistically
contribute to 1/T1 are f jk(T)d(vN) and f jk(T)d(ve6vN).
This corresponds to the fact that only quasistatic fluctuati
allow for energy-conserving nuclear transitions atvN , ve
6vN . In actual fact we expect that thesed functions are
somewhat broadened to Lorentzians in the real mate
Thus we obtain the following expression for the temperat
and field dependence of 1/T1 :

T1
21~T,H !5Fzz~T!@v0 /~vN

2 1v0
2!1av0 /~ve

21v0
2!#,

~17!

where v0 is an angular frequency measuring the Loren
broadening,a is a constant which measures the ratio b
tween components of the magnetic dipole interaction ten
and

Fzz~T!5a@ f 11~T!12 f 22~T!#1b@2 f 12~T!1 f 23~T!#.
~18!

The constantsa and b can be expressed in terms the ma
netic dipole interaction tensor elements. In particular, the
tailed temperature dependence of 1/T1 is set by that of the
nonequivalent autocorrelation~f 11 and f 22! and nearest-
neighbor~f 12 and f 23! correlation functions. Note the sepa
rability of Eq. ~17! into a product of temperature- and field
dependent factors as well as the overall similarity to
expressions of Eqs.~12! and~13!, which summarize our ex-
perimental findings for proton NMR. The similarity is close
yet whenv0@vN , for then we can approximate Eq.~17! by

T1
21~T,H !5Fzz~T!@1/v01av0 /~ve

21v0
2!#, ~178!

which is consistent with Eq.~12!. Moreover, if a@1, we
may use the simplified relation

T1
21~T,H !5Fzz~T!av0 /~ve

21v0
2!, ~1788!

which is consistent with Eq.~13!.
Comparing Eqs. (178) and (179) to Eqs.~12! and~13! we

conclude that, for both1 and2, v0'1.831011 Hz. Because
of the very similar structure of these two compounds, it
not at all surprising that the value of the broadening para
eter is the same. Results of the same order of magnitude
7-9
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been reported17 for other magnetic molecules. In the follow
ing section we attribute this value ofv0 to a weak intertri-
angle exchange interaction of approximate strength 0.3 K

We typically determineda andb by a least-squares fit to
the proton and23Na data obtained for a magnetic field of 4
T. The one exception was that we used proton data take
1.25 T for 2 as the error bars are distinctly smaller than
the 4.7 T data. In the case of the proton data we finda
54.94,b513.45 anda51.45,b53.97 for1 and2, respec-
tively. Using these values ofa andb along with Eqs.~17! and
~18!, we obtain the solid curves shown in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!.
We also note that if one uses the standard susceptibi
fluctuation formula, one can show that if 2a/b51, the right-
hand side of Eq.~18! is then proportional toTx(T). Instead,
for both1 and2 we have 2a/b'0.73. This explains the fact
noted in the previous subsection, that the measured temp
ture dependence of 1/T1 is not adequately described by th
phenomenological, approximate formula proportional
Tx(T). That the same value of 2a/b describes both com
pounds is probably due to the very similar geometrical
rangement of the vanadium ions in the two compounds
especially the fact that there is a very large number o
nuclei, essentially uniformly distributed about each van
dium triangle.

For the23Na data the results area50.525,b51.252 and
a50.6, b51.09 for1 and2, respectively. The resulting the
oretical curves for 1/T1 are displayed~solid curve! in Figs.
11 and 12 together with that obtained based on the com
phenomenological formula11 giving 1/T1 , proportional to
Tx(T) ~dashed curve!. The close agreement between t
solid and dashed theoretical curves is due to the fact tha
least-squares results fora and b nearly fulfill the relation
2a/b51.

IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

In this work we have presented comprehensive exp
mental and theoretical results that are generally in very g
agreement for two species of magnetic molecules of the t
$V6%. The theoretical results were obtained from exact c
culations based on the isotropic Heisenberg Hamiltonian
a triangular array of exchange-coupled spin-1/2 VO21 ions.
The antiferromagnetic exchange interaction between
pairs of ions was found to be an order of magnitude lar
than that of the third pair, even though the distances betw
the ions differ by only 5%. We attribute the great disparity
the exchange constants to the absence of an O-P-O exch
pathway8 linking the third pair of VO21 ions. The excellent
agreement between theory and experiment forTx for all
temperatures measured~.2 K! indicates that the intertri-
angle exchange interaction18 is less than 0.3 K, some tw
orders of magnitude smaller than the strongest intratrian
exchange constantJa . Besides the relatively large intertr
angle V-V distances~.4.6 Å!, we attribute the weak inter
triangle exchange interaction to the different geometric
rameters of the V-O-P-O-V links, with the V-O-P bon
angles displaying the most pronounced differences~intratri-
angle, 126.4°–128.9°; intertriangle, 136.4°–137.0°!. In addi-
tion, all five atomic positions of the intratriangle V-O-P-O-
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groups approximately lie within a plane, which is not th
case for the corresponding intertriangle V-O-P-O-V grou
Further support for our claim of a very weak intertriang
exchange interaction is provided by the proton NMR sp
lattice relaxation data. An important parameter derived fr
the fit of that data is the level broadening parameterv0
'1.831011 Hz for both 1 and 2. This value was derived
using the fact that the field-dependent Lorentzian factor
Eqs.~12! and ~13! has a width parameter of 1 T. Thatv0 is
temperature independent would appear to rule out a do
nant contribution from spin-phonon lifetime effects.
temperature-independent broadening of this magnitude c
arise from an intertriangle exchange interaction18 Jinter
'0.3 K, if we identify v0 with the exchange frequency10

vx5 8
3 zS(S11)(Jinter)

2/\251.631011 Hz, where z52 is
the number of exchange-coupled triangles andS51/2.

If an underlying Heisenberg triangular unit is subject to
external magnetic fieldH which is smaller than a critica
valueHc , the total spin quantum number of the ground st
is S51/2, whereas ifH exceedsHc , one hasS53/2. A the-
oretical expression forHc , Eq. ~9!, was derived in Sec
II A1. The physical origin of this transition is that belowHc
the antiferromagnetic coupling between spins is sufficien
strong to maintain a spin-compensated ground state, as
quantum analog of a frustrated classical ground state
three spins. AboveHc , the external magnetic field is suffi
ciently strong to overcome the antiferromagnetic excha
and to align the three spins parallel. One can also picture
phenomenon in terms of the crossing of the two lowe
energy levels whenH exceedsHc . The idealized signature
of this phenomenon is that at absolute zero the magnetiza
is field independent up toHc and suddenly increases by
factor of 3 and remains field independent for larger values
H. For the two species of magnetic molecules studied in
work the predicted values ofHc are approximately 74 T.
Increasing the temperature from absolute zero, the sharp
tures of this picture ofM versusH in terms of two plateaus
are progressively washed out, approaching the standard
ear behavior. Nevertheless, the theoretical prediction is
for temperatures below 10 K, the modifications in the fi
plateau are modest and additionally the magnetization cu
for different temperatures intersect atHc/2 ~see Fig. 4!.
Within the limitations of the rather large experimental err
of the pulsed-field measurements, the data shown in Fi
are consistent with these theoretical results, although
field-induced spin transition could not be directly observe
Finally, the theoretical results for the spin-lattice relaxati
time, obtained by calculation of the equilibrium time corr
lation functions, are in good agreement with the measu
1H and 23Na spin-lattice relaxation rates.

The energy levels of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian, th
associated quantum numbers, and their dependence on
netic field are shown in Fig. 2. In particular note that t
lowest two (S51/2) levels would be degenerate ifJa5Jc .
Using the numerical values of the exchange constants,
predicted energies of the first excited level (S51/2) and the
second excited level (S53/2), measured from the ground
state level (S51/2), are 5.0 and 8.25 meV, respectively. I
deed, definitive peaks have been observed in the neu
7-10
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absorption spectrum of a deuterated derivative of2 at essen-
tially these energies, thereby providing independent con
mation of our exchange constant assignments. Those re
will be reported elsewhere.19
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APPENDIX: CHEMICAL STRUCTURE DETAILS

The @H4V6
IVO8(PO4)4$(OCH2)3CCH2OH%2#62 anion,

abbreviated as$V6%, can be crystallized out of an aqueou
reaction solution as a green sodium-guadinium salt1 or a
blue sodium salt2. (CN3H6)4Na2$V6%•14H2O 1 crystallizes
in the space groupP1̄ @a510.908(1) Å,b512.400(2) Å,
c512.547(6) Å; a565.695°, b584.622°,g565.511°],
each unit cell hosting one$V6% anion. As the crystallo-
graphic inversion center defines the midpoint of the$V6%
cluster, the cluster anion consists of two symmetry-identi
halves. In each part, three vanadyl (V5O21) groups are
coordinated~1! to a m3-OH ligand trans-positioned to the
V5O groups and~2! to a pentaerythritol (OCH2)3CCH2OH
tripod ligand via threem3-O positions, thereby forcing a tri
v

e

.

n

,

a
o
C
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angular V3 arrangement. To complete the anion structure,
two V3 triangles are interlinked by four phosphate ligan
where one O center of the phosphate binds to a V cente
one V3 ring and two O centers bind to two V centers of t
other V3 ring ~Fig. 1!.

The V3 substructure can be approximated as an isosc
triangle with two short~3.218 and 3.222 Å! and one longer
~3.364 Å! V¯V distance.~The values are determined to a
accuracy of approximately 0.001 Å!. This difference
mainly stems from different coordination by the phosph
ligands. While the V centers of the shorter V̄V pairs are
each bridged by one phosphate ligand, the two remain
phosphate ligands bind individually to the V centers of t
long V¯V pair only via a single O(PO3) position, leaving
the two V centers unbridged. In terms of magnetic super
change, the longer V̄ V pair @the pair 2,3 in Fig. 1~a!# lacks
the V-O-P(O2)-O-V exchange path that is present for t
shorter V̄ V pairs ~1,2 and 1,3!. The closest intertriangle
V¯V contacts in the$V6% cluster equal approximately 4.6 Å
and magnetic intertriangle coupling should be considera
weaker. See also Sec. IV and Ref. 8.

A second$V6% anion, structurally virtually identical to the
first anion, can also be isolated in the sodium salt Na6$V6%
•18H2O 2 ~space groupC2/c; a526.907 Å, b511.167 Å,
c517.039 Å;a5g590.00°,b598.38°; as in1, the cluster
is centrosymmetric!. In both 1 and 2 the shortest intermo
lecular V̄ V distances are approximately 7.0 Å. In2 the
three V̄ V distances are 3.212, 3.253, and 3.322 Å. Wh
the two sodium cations in1 are situated in front of the longe
V¯V pair, the six Na1 cations in2 are surrounding the
whole cluster, thereby effectively screening all vanadium
sitions @Fig. 1~b!#.
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